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1. Introduction 
Let L= K,u K2u- - . u K, be an oriented p-component link (p ~2) in S3. Let 
6 : M3 + S3 be a covering of S3 branched along L. Since the lift i-‘(L) = i of L in 
M3 is a link, the linking number between various components of i may be defined, 
when, for example, H,( M3; Q) = 0. These linking numbers have been called the 
covering linkage invariant of L [7,18]. Using various covering spaces, one can define 
many link type invariants which sometimes are strong enough to distinguish one 
link type from the other. 
Furthermore, it has been shown that many known knot or link type invariants 
are interpreted as the covering linkage invariants in appropriate covering spaces 
[7]. It was proved, for example, that Milnor’s @-invariants are in fact covering 
linkage invariants in nilpotent covering spaces of L [ 151. 
In the previous paper [17], we studied systematically these covering linkage 
invariants in cyclic covering spaces and special types of metabelian covering spaces 
of 2-component links, and introduced polynomials associated with these coverings. 
In particular, it was proved that a: and hz defined in [8] are in fact covering linkage 
invariants in these covering spaces of L. 
In this paper, we will concentrate on the covering linkage invariants in general 
abelian covering spaces M3 of a p-component link L in S3, and in Section 3 we 
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define integer polynomials associated with these abelian coverings. These poly- 
nomials involve p variables t,, t,, . . . , tp. Precisely speaking, they are obtained from 
formal power series by truncating higher terms. 
These polynomials are obviously invariant under ambient isotopy. More impor- 
tantly, however, they are invariant under concordance, (Theorem 3.5), and they 
vanish for boundary links. (Incidentially, the invariants ji(kn) and &” defined in [17] 
are also concordant invariants.) 
The purpose of this paper is to provide a general theory on covering linkage 
invariants in abelian covering spaces M3 of a link which have appeared implicitly 
in many literatures, e.g. [6, 8, 17, 19, 201. We are not interested in computing the 
linking number between components of the covering link except in the last section. 
We would rather prove that no matter what H,(M3, 2) is, the covering linkage 
invariants are always defined as an element of Z[[ tl , t2, . . . , t,]]/ I for an appropriate 
ideal 1, where Z[[t,, tZ, . . . , t,]] denotes the ring of formal power series. 
In Sections 4-6, we will study these invariants in certain types of abelian covering 
spaces. In particular, it will be proved in Section 5 that the invariants w~,~ defined 
by Smythe [20] for a 2-component link are determined by our polynomials. 
The computation of these polynomials is particularly easy for those p-component 
links whose groups are generated by exactly p meridian generators. Since typical 
examples of these links are the closures of pure p-braids, they will be called ‘pure’ 
links. Two-bridge links are pure links, but most of them are not the closures of pure 
braids. For pure links, our invariants are formal power series. See examples in 
Section 7. 
For almost trivial links that may or may not be pure links, our polynomial 
associated to certain types of abelian covering spaces are closely related to the 
invariants defined by Sato in [ 191. In fact, for almost trivial 3component link, our 
polynomials are determined by Sato’s invariants. The details will be found in 
Section 6. 
In the last section, we will determine the covering linkage invariants in the abelian 
covering spaces in which each component of a link is lifted to a single knot. See 
Theorem 8.1. Such covering spaces are called non-divisive in [ll]. A proof of 
Theorem 8.1 is, however, omitted, because it is obtained as a simple application of 
the theorems in [17]. 
Now, we begin in Section 2 by defining a free group action on the ring of formal 
power series. 
2. Free group actions 
Let A be a commutative ring with 1. (For most cases, A = Z, the ring of integers.) 
Let f be a free group generated freely by elements xi, x2, . . . , x,. Let t,, t2, . . . , tF 
be p distinct symbols and let Pi = A[[ ti]], i = 1,2, . . . , p, be the ring of formal power 
series on ti over A. 
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Consider the direct product P = P, x P2 x ’ . . x P, and define an action u of F 
on P as follows: 
( 
~(x,)(fi(r,), . . . ,f,(f,,, = (cl+ hPA(~,L~~~, cl+ qJnl*fp($JL 
~(x,Kfl(tl), . . ., f,C$,, = ((I+ owl;, . . ., (I+ ~,,%f,(~p,,, 
(2.1) 
where ai,j, 1 G i, j< p, are integers. 
Now take /A integers ni (i = 1,2, . . . , p) and define pn,(ti)=(l+ri)“~-1, i= 
1,2, . . . , p. Let (p,,( ti)) be the ideal of Pi generated by p,,( ti). In general, 
(fi,f2,. . . ,fk) denotes the ideal generated by f,, fi, . . . ,fk in a ring. Denote by Ri 
the quotient ring Pi/( pn, ( ti)). Then u induces an action u* off on the direct product 
R = R, x R2 x . . . x R,. 
Letnbetheorbitof(l,l,..., 1) under (T*. For simplicity, we denote (1, 1, . . . , 1) 
by I. (T* induces a (transitive) homomorphism u*: F+ Sym(fi), where Sym(0) 
denotes the group of permutations on R. Sym(0) is finite if none of ni is 0. Since 
a*(F) is an abelian group, action (2.1) gives an abelian representation of F. 
Let fi be the free group generated freely by a set {x,,,, x~,~, . . . , x,,Jf~ 0) and 
let {5BJ, f E 0) be the Reidemeister-Schreier rewriting functions associated with (T* 
(see [7] or [17] for definitions.) 
GBf: F + $ is characterized by the following properties. 
For any f E R and u, v E F, 
gf(xi) = xi,f, i = 1, 2, . . . , p, 
q(uu) = q(u) . ~dyUlf(V). 
Now let @ be the ring of formal power series A[[ t, , t2, . 
function 
4: R,xR2x.-xR,+@ 
that satisfies 
ddf&,fi&, . . . ,f,g,)= 4(fi,fi,. . . ,f,M(g,, g2, 
and in particular, &(I) = 1. 
Typical examples of 4 are 
cb(fi,.h,-. . ,f,) =fif2. . .f,, and 
qb(f, ,fi, . . . , f,) =f;, for some (but fixed) i. 
The trivial function 4(f,, f2, . . . , f,) = 1 also satisfies (2.3). 
Now first we prove the following proposition. 
Proposition2.1. Foranyu~Fandf=(f,,f,,...,f,)~~ 
4(m*(u)f) = 4(fM(~*(u)O. 
. . 9 
. . . 
(2.2a) 
(2.2b) 
r,]], and consider a 
3 EL), (2.3) 
(2.4a) 
(2.4b) 
(2.5) 
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Proof. Write u = xFIx,b2 - . . xb (mod[F, F]), where [F, F] denotes the commutator 
subgroup of F and [a, b] = aba-‘b-l. Let cj = Cy=“=, cu&, j = 1,2,. . . , p. Then it 
follows from the definition 
a*(~)f=((l+t~)‘lf~,...,(l+f~)~~~~), and 
~*(u)l=((l+t,)‘~,...,(l+f,)‘~). 
Therefore 
@(a*(u)f) = 4(f)4((1+ fl)Cl,. . . 9 (1+&&P) = 4(f)4(a*(u)0. 0 
Now suppose that we are given a homomorphism @ : k += ? such that for i = 
1,2,..., /1 and fEC2 
@9j4xi) = 4(f)@91(Xi). (2.6) 
Then we can prove 
Proposition 2.2. For any u E F and f E fl 
@%(u) = W)@%(u). (2.7) 
Proof. A proof will be done by induction on the length l(u) of u. 
Case 1. I(u) = 1. Then u =x”. If u = xi, (2.7) is trivially true. Suppose u = xi’. 
Then the left-hand side of (2.7) is 
@B&l) = @(9V*(x,‘)fxi)-1 = -+(m*(x;‘)f)@9,(xi), 
while the righthand side is 
=-~(f)~(cr*(x;')l)~~d,(xi). 
(2.7) now follows from (2.5). 
Case 2. I(u) = q. Write u = wx,’ for some w with I(w) = q - 1. Inductively we 
may assume that (2.7) holds for w. 
If u = wxi, then 
@9,( WXi) = @9fW + @9 c*(w)fxi = +(f)@~Iw + 4(a*(wlfP91xt 
=~(f)~~lw+~(f)~(a*(w)l)~~~xi 
= 4(f){@91w + ~(~*(w)l)~~Iwi> 
= 4(f){ @9a,w + @9 v*(w)Ixil= 4(f)@9d,(wxi)- 
A similar computation provides a proof for u = wx;‘; therefore, the details will be 
omitted. 0 
Remark 2.1. Since F is free on {x~,~,~E a}, in order to define @, it suffices to assign 
an element of 3 to each @9rXi, i = 1,2, . . . , p. 
NOW for an element g E @, we define degT(g) as the smallest degree of 5 in g. 
More precisely, if 
g= c 
O=A,,...,h, 
a, ,,..., Ar t+ t$ ' ' . t) E @, 
then deg g,* = k if and only if a, ,,.. h,_,,kA,+ ,,..., h, # 0 for some Al, . . . , A,, but a y,,,_., ye = 0 
forany vi,..., v,, with Vj < k. In particular, we say degT 0 = co. 
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Proposition 2.3. Let {F,}, q = 1,2, . . . , be the lower centraZ series of F; i.e. F, = F 
and F,+, =[F,,F], 421. Thenforanyj, lsjipanduEFq, 
deg? &?Jr(u)*q-1. (2.8) 
Proof. A proof will be done by induction on q. The case q = 1 is trivial. For q = 2, 
@&[u, U] = @9d,u + CMa,*,,,,u - @C@C*(U”U-l)Iu - @~o*[U,“]lU 
= @ga,u + @gV*(U)lu - @C@,r;(“),U - @S,v 
={1-~(c+*(u)l)}~~,u+{Cp(a*(u)l)-l}@@I. 
Since C#J( I) = 1, the constant term of (P(f) is 1 for f~ 0, and hence neither l- 
+( a*( v)l) nor 4(a*( u)l) - 1 involve constant terms. Therefore for any j, degT{ l- 
+(cr*(v)l)}zl and degT{4(a*(u)I)-l}al, and hence, deg~@&[u,v]~l. This 
proves (2.8) for q = 2. 
Now we assume that (2.8) holds for u E Fq, q 3 2. We note that for any f~ 0 
deg? QE?+( u) 3 deg,* @gi, (u), (2.9a) 
deg? @g,( u-‘) = deg: @C%J u), (2.9b) 
deg; @B,( uu) 2 degf @C$-( u) + degj* @gf( v). (2.9~) 
((2.9b) follows from the fact that the constant term 4(g) is 1 for any gE 0.) 
Therefore, it suffices to show that for u E F,, q 2 2, and k = 1,2, . . . , p, 
degj* OSI[ u, x,J 2 q. (2.10) 
Since C*(U) = a*[ u, xk] = id, we have 
EB,[u, x/J = @C@d,(UXkU-‘X;l) 
Since deg: { 1 - +(u*(x~)~)} s 1 and &gj* cESd,u 2 q - 1 by the induction, it follows 
that deg: @Bd, [u, x,J 2 q. 0 
Proposition 2.4. If u, v E F2, then for f E 0, s@&[ u, v] = 0. 
Proof. Since C*(U) = a*( uvu-‘) = a*[ u, V] = id, we have 
CDC?+[ u, V] = @Cz$( uz)uP?P) 
3. Invariants 
Let L=K,uK,u. * * u K, be an oriented p-component link (p 3 2) in S3. Let 
G(L) be the link group and (x~,~ : ri,j), 1 c i G p, 16 j s Ai, a modified Wirtinger 
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presentation of G(L). (See [14] or [17] for the definition.) Let (Xi.1 3 vi} be a 
meridian-longitude pair of the ith component Ki of L, i = 1,2, . . . , p. 
Now let F* be the free group generated by {Xi,j, 1 s i s /A, 1 s j s hi}, and define 
an action E of F* on P by Z(X~,~) = a(xi) for 1 s i S p, 1 <j G Ai. 
Let -yU = &(I&, Kj) be the linking number between Ki and Kj, i # j. We define, 
for convenience sake, yii = 0. Choose integer ni (i = 1,2, . . . , p) that divides each 
Of Yi.13 . . . 9 Yi,fi. Obviously E induces an action Z* of F* on R = RI x R2 x - * - x R,, 
and the orbit of I under E* is exactly 0. 
Let {9/*,f~ 0) be the Reidemeister-Schreier rewriting functions associated with 
E*. Since E* defines an abelian representation of F*, it induces the action of G(L) 
on R, and hence we obtain an abelian representation 2 : G(L) + Sym(0). Let A4 
be the covering space of S3 - L associated with 2. Then rr( M) has a presentation 
Tl(“)=(s~xi,j: gdf*ri,j, gFYj(f), Yj(f) E F,fE 0) 
where the elements 9Fyi(,-) is called the tree relator in [7]. 
Now we want to define a homomorphism @* from rr,(M) into a certain abelian 
group lY First, we will define a homomorphism from the group G* = 
(9f*Xi,j :9r*li,j, f E 0) into K 
For an integer q 2 0, let Bs+I be the Chen-Milnor homomorphism from F” to E 
(See [ 141 or [ 171 for the definition.) Let @ be a homomorphism from fi to @ 
satisfying (2.6). 
Definition 3.1. For q 2 0 and i = 1,2, . . . , p, define a formal power series 
!Ti,qCtl 9 f2~ . . . P tp)= ~~a,*,,,,(e,+,~i)-~~~(e4+177i) 
=[~(c+*(xi)~)-ll~~I(e,+,rli), (3.1) 
where ni is the longitude of the ith component Ki. 
Note that +(a*(xi)l) - 1 never has non-zero constant term. Furthermore, since 
for u E F*, e,+l(u)= B,+,(u) (mod F,,,) [15, Proposition 5.11, it follows from 
Proposition 2.3 that for any f E l2 
@qq+l(~)'@9/4+2(~) mod( tf+‘, . . . , tz+‘) 
and therefore, for any r 5 q, 
c,r( tr , f2, . . . , t,) c li,q( tr 3 +, . . . , t,) mod (ty+‘. . . . , tz+‘). 
Let &(n,, . . . , n,) =(I,,~, . . . , lCL,4,~n,(~l), . . . ,p,,,(fJ, C+‘, . . . , CL+‘“), and PZi= 
w&h,~~~, n,). Let B : P + Pg be the natural homomorphism. Let E* be the free 
group freely generated by the set { Bdf*Xi,j, fE lit}. Define a homomorphism 6., : @* + 
J’; by 
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Lemma 3.1. For anyfE fl and qa-0, 6.49ar*ri,j=0, l< i<tL, l~j~~h,. 
Proof. As we did in [15] or [17], what we are required is to prove that for 
i=l,2,..., p, &,,9~[ rli, xi,,] = 0, or equivalently 
$q9dr*(77ixi,*) = 6q9a,*(xi,177i). (3.2) 
Now to show (3.2), we compute both sides separately. First, since a*( Oq+r(ni)) = 
a*(qi), the lefthand side is 
6q~~(rlixi,l) = ~@9f~q+l(77ixi,l) = g@9f8q+l(Ti)+ 9@9a,*(,)fxi 
= ~4(f)@91eq+l(rli) + po9c7*(~,)fxi, 
while the righthand side is 
&q9p(xi,lVi) = 9@9feq+*(xi,lBi) = p@9fxi+ 9@9cr*(xz)f8q+l(Ti) 
= s@9fxi+ B~(a*(xi)f)~~*(eq+177i). 
Since by (2.5), (2.7) and (3.1), 
~(a*(xilf)~~~(eq+l~i)-~(f)~~~(eq+lrli) 
= 44f)~@%*,,,1 (e,+,77i)-~~dr(eq+lrli)}=~(f)Si,s(fl,...,t~), 
it is enough to show that 
+9m*(q,lfXi z @9fXi (mod I,( nr , . . . , n,)). (3.3) 
Since ni = X:;I * . . x2 = Os+l(vi) (mod [F*, F*]), and since ni divides rij, it 
follows that 
@9 ,*(.,)lxi=~(a*(77ilf)~~drxi= +((l+ tlY'%~ ... 7 Cl+ tpY'*fp)091xi 
=4(f*,.. . ,fw)@9IXiE @9fXi (mod I,(nr,. . . , n,)). 
This proves (3.3) and hence Lemma 3.1. Cl 
From Lemma 3.1, we see immediately that 6q induces the homomorphism from 
G* to PE. Now Proposition 5.4 in [7] and a remark after Corollary 7.3 in [7] give 
us the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2. For each q 2 0, there exists a homomorphism @z : r,(M) + Pz such that 
forj=l,2 ,..., p andfEQ 
@$9r*(Tj) = ~@9feq+l(qj). 
Since any one of relations of a modified Wirtinger presentation is redundant, we 
need only prove (3.2) for p - 1 equations. This implies that for any i, 1 s is p, 
AAn,,..., n,) is generated by p - 1 elements, cl,q,. . . , ci-l,q, li+l,q,. . . , lp,4 and 
¶+I 
r1 9.. ., t, ¶+I, P”,(tlL . . . ,p,,(t,). Note that for i= 1,2,. . . , p, T(ni)=id, since ni 
divides every yi,j, j = 1,2, . . . , p. 
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Definition 3.2. For i = 1,2, . . . , p, define polynomials in Pg by 
Ai,q(fi 3 . . . 3 tp)= @G9aT(Ti) = p@91eq+1(77i). 
From the definition and (2.6), we have immediately 
Theorem 3.3. For i = 1,2, . . . , p and q 2 0, the collections 
Ai,,(L)={~(f)Ai,,(t,,...,t,),fEn} 
are ambient isotopy invariants of an oriented link L. 
Since A,,,(L) are ‘covering linkage invariants’ in the abelian covering space 
associated with 2, we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.4. If L is a boundary link, then for all i, 1 s i s p and q 2 0, A,,(L) = (0). 
Our invariants are, in fact, invariant under concordance. To prove this, suppose 
that a p-component link L = K, us . . u K, is concordant to L= K, v. . . v K,. Let 
G and G denote, respectively, the groups of L and L. Then it follows from [12] 
that for q 3 0, G/G,+, and G/G,+, have presentations 
G/G4+2=(~1,...,~~:[eq+,(7)i),Xil=l,ldi~~,Fq+2) 
and 
G/G,+*= (21,. . . , 2,: [Oq+,(ijf), Xi] = 1,1 G is & Fq+2), 
where F and F are free groups (of rank p) generated by x1,. . . , xF and X1,. . . , Xr, 
respectively. Since L is concordant to L, it follows from [2] or [21] that for each 
q 2 0, there is an isomorphism (Y~+~: G/G,+,+ G/G,+, such that Lyq+i(Xi) = Ri and 
aq+l(eq+1(77i))= eq+1(77i)3 l s is CL. Now by Lemma 1 in [9], lk( K,, K,) = lk( Ki, Kj) 
for any i, j, i # j, and therefore, to each abelian action 2 : F x P + P, we can associate 
abelian coverings A4 and h? of S3 branched along L and L, respectively. Let J, be 
the ideal generated by { p,,,( tl), . . . , p,,, ( t,), tY+‘, . . . , t:+‘“>. Since deg,* u 2 q + 1 for 
u~Fg+z, using the same multiplicative function 4 and gf, @, we can prove that 
5i,,(tl,...,t,)~Si,q(tl,...,t~) mod& 
Since r,(n,, . . . , n,) = <J,, ll,qr. . . , l,+J = V,, &,,, . . . , fp;,,), we obtain 
p@9foq+l(7)i) = s@9fe,+l(iii). 
and therefore, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.5. Zf L is concordant to 1, then for i, 1 s is I*, and q 2 0, &(L) = A,,,(L). 
A similar argument used above shows that the invariants jj(kn) and .$” defined in 
[17] are also invariant under concordance. In other words, we have 
Theorem 3.6. Let L and L be 2-component links in S3. Zf L is concordant to I?, then 
for any k 3 0, 
T$)( L) = ?$‘(L) and ,$‘( L) = ,$p’( L). 
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Now Theorem 3.4 implies immediately 
Corollary 3.7. If L is concordant to a boundary link, then &(L) = 0 for i = 1,2, . . . , p 
and 930. 
Remark 3.1. A,,(L) depends on the choice of a multiplicative function 4(fi, . . . ,f,), 
a homomorphism @ : fi + k, integers q, n, , . . . , nr. However, since q can be taken 
arbitrarily large and since for 1~ q, 
@9@,+1(qi) z @Bf@q+l(Ti) (mod IJn,, . . . , n,)), (3.4) 
it follows that Ai,q( L) depends essentially on 4, Cp and n, , . . . , n+. Also Ai,q( L) does 
not depend on a particular choice of a modified Wirtinger presentation. 
Remark 3.2. As was mentioned in Section 1, there are many p-component links 
whose groups are generated by only p meridians x,,, , x*,~, . . . , x@,, . For such a pure 
link, F* can be identified with F by Xi,1 ++ Xi. Therefore we may assume further that 
@* = fi and 9d) = BP Since the Chen-Milnor homomorphism e4+i is the identity 
homomorphism in this case, we can ignore q to define A,,,(L). The ideal 
I,(n,,..., n,) is the generated by {5i,. . . , CL’,, pn,(tl), Pnz(fA.. . , Pn,(t,Jl, where 
& = [4(a*(xi)l) - l]@L@I(ni). Therefore, each element of A,,,(L) is represented by 
a formal power series. 
Remark 3.3. There are many cases where A,,,(L) consists of a single element. (See 
Section 4.) To be more precise, let di,j = g.c.d.(n,, (Ye). Then we can easily prove the 
following proposition. 
Proposititon 3.8. For any q 3 0, A,,(L) contains at most dildi2 . . . dip distinct elements. 
Remark 3.4. (a) If all rti = & 1, then all ni must be f 1, since n, must divide yil, . . . , yip 
and therefore, Ai,4( L) = (0). 
(b) If all yV = 0, ni can be 0, and then the corresponding abelian covering is not 
finite, but Ai,g( L) can be defined for certain type of abelian coverings. See Sections 
4 and 6. 
Remark 3.5. If a multiplicative function 4 is trivial, then &q = 0 for all i = 1,2, . . . , p, 
and hence 
&(ni,..., n,) = (p,,(tJ, . . . , fb,(tp), tY++‘, . . . , tZ+‘>. 
Furthermore, for u E F* and f E R, @GBf(u) = RBr(u), and hence, if u E [F*, F*], 
then @@f(u) = 0. Write Oq+l(qi) = x:I~x?z * * * x2 mod[F, F]. Then 
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and we obtain 
Proposition 3.9. 1f4(j’) = 1 for any f E a, then each A,,,(L) consists of one element, 
i.e. 
A,,,(L)= fj yi,jCP@9d,Xj .1 j=l I 
In particular, if we de$ne @Srxj = Sksj, Kronecker’s delta, then Ai,g( L) = { Y~,~}, i = 
1) 2, . . . ) p. 
Remark 3.6. Since the ideal 14( n, , . . . , n,) is not principal, it is generally not easy 
to distinguish between two elements in P,. * However, if A,,,(L) do not depend on 
q, (for instance, if L is pure), we can ignore q, and moreover, if & = 0 for all i = 1, 
2 ,a.., Jo and q 20, then the substitution Xi for 1+ ti, 1 s i c p, gives us an 
isomorphism 
r:Nt,, . . . , t,Jl/h,(tA.. . ,Pn,(t,J)+ ANX,, . . . ,X,11/1;, 
where I: =(X:1-- 1,. . . , Xl - l), and the latter quotient ring will be well-behaved. 
See Sections 4-6. 
4. Special case (I) cyclic coverings 
Throughout Sections 4-6, we assume ci = g.c.d. (yi,l, . . . , +y+) # 1. In fact, if some 
ci=l, then we choose a sublink L’=Kj,u~~~uKj, of L so that for i=j,,...,j[ 
g.d.c.( Yi,j, 9 . . ., Y~,~,) # 1. By considering L’ instead of L, we may assume further that 
none of ‘yi,j is *l. 
Now by taking integers ‘Y~,~ in (2.1) variously, we can obtain many branched 
abelian coverings of L. In this section, we consider a branched cyclic covering of L. 
Let n ( # +l) be an integer that divides all ~i,~, j = 1,. . . , p, and define an action 
cr:FxP+P as follows. 
~(xlul, . . 
1 i 
.,f,) = ((I+ tl)“l”_fl,f2,. . . ,f,), 
(4.1) 
a(x,)(fi 9 . . . ,f,) = ((l+ tl)a*‘fi,f2r.. . ,f,) 
where we may assume without loss of generality that g.c.d.(cY,,, . . . , aP1, n) = 1. 
Obviously, u defines a cyclic representation of f and 0 = (((1-C fl)m, 1,. . . , l), 
m=O,l,..., n - 1). Let n, = n. Since 0 = {((l+ t,)“, 1,. . . , l)}, n2,. . . , nP are 
irrelevant to A,,(L) and we can set nj = 1 for j 2 2, and hence p,( 4) = 5. j 2 2. 
Further, since @*9a,*( ni) = ~~~i,e,+,( 17i) is a polynomial on tl, we may say e = @i 
and R = R,/( p,( tl), and the ideal Z4( n,, . . . , n,) is generated by p,,( t,) and 
Ci,;;,(tI)=[4((1+ fl)mil, 1,. . . , 1)-ll@9Jeq+I(r]i), i= 1,. . . , P. 
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Proposition 4.1. Let di = g.c.d.(n, qi), i = 1,. . . , p. Then A,,,(L) consists ofat most 
d, distinct elements in Pz. 
This proposition follows from Proposition 3.8. 
Now we specify a multiplicative function 4 and @ as follows: 
4(fi,.. . ,f,)=f,, 
@9,x,=0, and @glxi= 1 for i# 1. 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
Proposition 4.2. Let L be a u-component link Suppose that a,, = 1 and ai, = 0 for 
i#l.If~and0aredeJinedby(4.2)and(4.3),thenI,(n, ,..., n,)=l,(n,l,..., l)= 
(p,(t,), f2r.. . , tp, t?“) andA,,, consists of one element A,,,( t,) = 9%D9,( 09+,v,), 
while A,,(L), i # 1, consists of n elements (l.+ tl)“A,,( tl), m = 0, 1, . . _ , n - 1. 
Furthermore, when t_~ = 2, A,,,( tl) and A2,q( tl), respectively, coincide with Tt’( tl) and 
et’< t,) defined in [ 171, where A = Z. 
Proof. Since a(~,) = id for i # 1, 4(cr(xi)1) - 1 = 0 for i # 1. Therefore, c,,(L) = 0 
for i # 1. The rest of the proposition follows from Proposition 3.8. 0 
A,,,( t,, t2) and A2,4( t,, t2) will be used to show that the link L, depicted in Fig. 
3 is not concordant to L, if n # m. See Section 7. 
5. Special case (II) direct product 
Take qj = 6,,j (Kronecker’s delta). Let ni (i = 1,2,. . . , p) be an integer that 
divides each of yj,, , yi,2, . . . , Y~,~. The action defined in (2.1) then induces a 
homomorphism from G(L) to the direct product of p cyclic groups, Z,,, x Z,, x - * * x 
Z,+. An abelian representation of this type is called a direct product representation 
in [ll]. The invariants A,,,(L) associated with this representation have implicitly 
been studied in [20]. In this section, we prove that for a 2-component link L = K, u 
K2, A,,(L) determines the invariants w~,~ defined in [20]. 
First we define C$ and CD as follows. 
For (fi ,f2) E 0, 
4(fI,fJ =fif2. and 
@9rx, = 0 and E?Jd,x, = 1. 
(5.2) 
(5.2) 
Theorem 5.1. Suppose n, = n2 = lk(K,, K2) # 0. Then for a su&iently large q, 
A,,,(L)={4(f)@*9?(~,), f E 0) determines the invariants wr,jr where A=Z. 
Proof. Let n = n, = n2. We assume n > 0. (When n < 0, the proof needs a slight 
modification at some place where a necessary remark will be given.) 
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Now in order to avoid unnecessary complication, we drop subscript notation and 
uses=t,, t=t,,x=x,andy=x,. Let a/ax, a/ay denote Fox’s free differentiations 
[5] and 4 : ZF+ Z( F/[F, F]), the natural projection from the integer group ring of 
F to that of F/[F,F]. Z(F/[F, F]) will be identified with the ring of integer 
polynomials on x and y. Further, let y : Z( F/[F, F]) + @ be the homomorphism 
induced by the substitution s = x - 1 and t = y - 1. On the other hand, we use d/dx, 
d/dy to denote the ordinary partial differentiations to distinguish them from Fox’s 
free differentiation. 
We need a few lemmas. 
Lemma 5.2. For any u E F, 
y4(au/ay) = @@J. (5.3) 
Proof. A proof will be done by induction of the length I(u) of u. Since (5.3) is 
trivially true for u with I(u) = 1, we consider inductively the case where l(u) = r. 
Write u = wx*’ or WY*’ with I(w) = r - 1. Ifu = wx, then @9,u = @9,w + cEB~,,,,x = 
@9,w, since cI%J~x =O. However EBa,w = y4(aw/ay) = y+(awx/ay) = y+(au/ay). 
For u = wy, @9{u = @9,w + @9d,,,,ry. Let w = x”y” (mod[ F, F]). Then U(W) = 
~(x’y”) and a( w)l = (( 1 + s)‘, (1 + t)d). Therefore, @9d,,,,ry = 4(( 1 + s)‘, (1 + 
.t)d)@91y = (1+ s)‘(l+ t)d. On the other hand, au/ay = aw/ay+ w and y4(au/ay) = 
y4(aw/ay) + y+(w). Since w = x’y” (mod[ F, F]), it follows from the definition of 
4 that y4( w) = y(xcyd) = (1 + s)‘(l + t)d. An induction assumption now completes 
the proof. 
Since the similar argument can be used to prove for other cases, the details will 
be omitted. 0 
Lemma 5.3. For u E F, write y4(au/ay) =ci,j2,, ai,jSitj. Then 
ai,j=& [& 4(g)l”9 
where o denotes the trivializer. 
This lemma follows from the ordinary chain rule. 
Now we compute I,,,. Let u = 0,+, TV. Then 
51,q(s, t) = @%(,,I (u)-aM,(u)=Yd(~)(l+s)--ym(~) =sy4(;), 
and Lemma 5.3 yields 
(5.4) 
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Further it follows from lemma 5.2 in [14] that 
=I ~(ii * * f i,21), r= i+j 
where Zi = x or y, and the first summation runs over all shuffles of 
(5.5) 
X . . 9 x, Y, . . . , Y, L---T-- 
itimes jtimes 
and the second summation runs over all shuffles of 
1 1 2,. . . 2. 
wl)l 
itimes jtimes 
This number is denoted by A,j as was used in [20]. (Note that A,,~ is not (T) as is 
stated in [20, p. 7011, but ho,, = (,J’,).) 
NOW let P,(s, t) =CjzO A,s’t’. Since ll,q(~, t) =C A,,jSi+‘tj by (5.4) and (5.5), we 
can write {l,q(s, t) =C_,, p,(s, t)s. Now, we define an ideal of l? 
1; = (sl+‘, tq+i, p,(s),!&(t), {P,(% t)s, ra0]). 
Since I,(n, n) c I:, we have the projection 
.P*: P~=l;/I,(n,n)~~~=I;/I~. 
Consider a particular element 
= CT* ;,Eo Ai,jSiQ =P* IO P~(s, f). > 
Write P*pr(s, t) = 1. ,ao C,jSrti and we determine C,j as follows. First for r = 0, we 
define Co,j = A,j = (j;i). Let r = 1. A simple computation in @ shows that there are 
integers 7oo, rol, . . . , and 0~ qo, c,, , . . . < n defined inductively such that 
pl(s, t)-{(700+701t+. . *+Tojtj+. . .+}po(s, t)s 
= c*os + c,,st +. . . + qjStj + * * . . 
Since po(s, t)s E Zz, we can write 
P*pr(s, t)= c,,s+c,,st+. . .+qjstj+* . . . 
c. ,3o c$ri is a ‘representative’ of p,(s, t) in p*. (If n ~0, then c~,~ should be chosen 
so that n < qj < 0.) 
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Now suppose inductively we found integers T,,~, 0s is r - 1, j = 0, 1,2, . . . , and 
cr,j, 0~ c,j < n, j = 1,2, . . . , such that 
r--l 
&(S, t)- c c 7i,jSit~pl_i_,(s, t)s= 1 C,jS’ti (5.6) 
i=OjaO ja0 
Since p,_i_l(s, t)s E Ii, P*pr(s, t) =Cjso c,js’tj. Using these integers T~,~, then, we 
can find integers T~,~, ~~,i,. . , and 0~ c,+~,~, c~+~,, , . . . < n inductively such that 
Pr+lCS, t)- i C Ti,jS’tjp,_i(S, t)S= C C,+l,jSr+'tj. 
i=O j*O j20 
(5.7) 
Then ~*IA+~(s, t) =Cjzo cr+l,jS +‘tj. By induction, we have a ‘standard’ rep- 
resentative of C_O~r(~, t) in B*. By comparing (5.6) and (5.7) with the definition 
of Wi,j in [20], it is now evident that c,~ = wi,j for all i, j 2 0. This proves Theorem 
5.1. q 
Remark 5.1. Since there is no unique representative of j(s, t) in g*, it seems hard 
to distinguish between two elements in P*. 
6. Special case (III) almost trivial links 
For almost trivial links, the computation of our invariants are also very easy as 
will be seen later in this section. One of the purposes of this section is to prove 
some relationship between our invariants and those defined by Sato in [ 191. In this 
section, however, we consider much more general links than almost trivial links. 
Let L=K,u. * * u K, be a p-component link in S3. L will be called nearly pure 
(or trivial) if removing one component, say K,, leaves a (p - I)-component pure 
(or trivial) link. (A nearly trivial link is a potentially &concordant link defined in 
[19] if Ik(Ki, Kj) = 0 for all i, j, i fj.) 
Now let L be a nearly pure p-component link such that L’= K, u. * * u I$-, is 
pure. Consider an abelian action (+ of F on @ and a homomorphism @ : fi + P such 
that 
a(~,) = id, and (6.1) 
E&(x,) = 0. (6.2) 
We should note that a multiplicative function 4 and 0gIXi (i # p) are not specified 
yet. 
Since L is nearly pure, a modified Wirtinger presentation of the group of L is 
(x 1.1 9 x2.1 f . . . , xp-I,], X&l, . . 1, X&A, . ri,j> 
where 
ri,l=[Ti9xi,ll~ i=l,...,p-1, 
‘kj = 
-1 PI 
ujxp,luj Xp,j+l, j=l ,...,#+-1, 
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Let V: F* + F be a homomorphism defined by v(xlj) = xi for 1 s is p, 1 ~j< hi. 
Note that v = el. 
Lemma 6.1. For any q 2 0 and u E F*, @g@4+~(u) = @gf( Y(u)), .fE fi. 
Proof. Since a*(xi,j) = c(xi) for any i, j, it suffices to show that for any q 2 0 and 
fen, 
@9fBq+l(xi,j) = @@fCxi). (6.3) 
Since (6.3) is obvious for i # p, we prove (6.3) for i = p. However, since 
cr(ux,u-‘) = id, it follows that for f~ 0 and u E F, 
Now Lemma 6.1 shows that in order to compute ks, we can take q arbitrarily 
large. Practically, therefore, we can assume c~~+~(v~) = e,(~~) for any q 2 0, and 
&(n, 7 . . ., $1 = h,(b), . . . 9 p,,(t,)), where ni is a divisor of y,,,. 
In the following, we assume that L is a nearly trivial p-component link such that 
K,u. . . u K,_, is trivial and A = h. 
Lemma 6.2. For any f E 0 and for i # p, @9f0,+,( Ti) = 0. 
Proof. By Lemma 6.1, @gfeq+,( vi) = @9f( VTi). Since i # p, vi belongs to the normal 
closhre of {x,,,, . . . , x,,,} in F*, and q = ~$1. Therefore, cB~( vq) = @!+(x>t) = 
yfii@S%X, = 0. q 
Lemma 6.3. For anyj and q, k4(f,, . . . , 2,) =O. 
Proof. Lemma 6.2 implies that if j f; t.4 5j,qCtlv.. . 9 lo) = 
[4(a(xj)l - l]@9,B,+1( vj) = 0. Also 5fi,s(t,, t,) = 0, since 4(a(x,)l) - = . . . , 1 
4(Z)-1 =o. 0 
Theorem 6.4. Zf L is a nearly trivial p-component link, then 
A,(L)=(O), j=l,2 ,..., p-1 and 
A,(L) ={~~(f)~s,(V17~),fEn}. 
(6.4) 
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Proof. For j # CL, @*gT( nj) = ~@~d,O,+,(~j) = 0 by Lemma 6.2. Cl 
Now we will specify an action u of F on P, a function 4 and 0 in order to 
establish a relation between A,(L) and the invariant I,(L) defined in [19]. 
First, an action CT is defined as follows: 
Forj#p, 
a(xj)(fi,...,f~)=(~,...,~-,,(l+tj)fi,Sj+l,...,f~) and 
a(~,) = id. 
Next, for any (fr,...,f,)~n 
WI,.. . ,f,) =.fl.L~ . .&I, 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
and for j # p, 
@~Ixj=~(l+tI)(l+tz)~~~(l+z’-l) and 
@z$x, = 0. 
(6.7) 
Proposition 6.5. With these a, 4 and CD, ifp = 2, then A,(L) = A,(L) = (0). 
Proof. Since uq2 = x:21, it follows that @gd, (VQ) = @grx:21= (1 + t,)“zl- 1s 
0 (modp,,(t,)). Note that n,]y,,. q 
Suppose -yfii = lk(K,, Ki) = 0 for i = 1,2,. . . , p - 1. Since K, v. * * u K,_, is 
trivial, all yi,j = 0. Take ni = 0 for i = 1,2,. . . , p. Then the action u defined in (6.5) 
induces a homomorphism from G(L) to a free abelian group of rank p - 1, and we 
obtain the (unbranched) covering space M, of S3 - L associated with CT. As we have 
shown in Section 3, using 4 and Q, defined in (6.6) and (6.7) respectively, we have 
a homomorphism 6 from the group G* = (@x~,~ :9Tri,j, f e 0) to @. 
Proposition 6.6. There is a homomorphism CD*: rl( MC) + @ such that @*9;( 73) = 
_ 
@9d,*( vi) for i = 1,2, . . . , p andfE 0. 
Proof. T,( M,) has a presentation 
where gd/*y, is called a tree-relator in [7]. To get CD*, it suffices to find a homomor- 
phism from G* to @ which maps %~;y, to 0. For finite coverings, this has been done 
in [7, Proposition 5.41. Although our covering is of infinitely many sheets, there are 
no significant differences in a proof. 
Let fi* be the free group freely generated by {CBFxi,j,fE 0). To each g E 0, first 
we define a homomorphism TCg): E* + 3 by 
(6.8) 
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where 6,, is Kronecker’s delta. Then it is easy to see that 
T’g’(9Tri,j) = 0 forfE R. (6.9) 
Therefore TCg) defines a homomorphism from G* to fi We also note that, for fE 0, 
T’%qoi)=O, i=1,2 )...) /.L. (6.10) 
Since any g E 0 can be written as g = ((1-t t,)(ll, (1 + f2)02,. . , (1 + fP_-l)a*-l, 1) 
with integers a,, . . . , q-,, we will denote g by (a,, u2, . . . , CI,_~). Then the tree- 
relators consist of 
q!q,o ,_._* 0)X,,,, %l,,&I ,__., oP*,,, . . . > Gz,,a, ,__, a,_,Fp-1.1, 
where each of a,, . . . , a,_, takes all integers. 
Now, to each (b, , . . . , b,_,) E 0, we define inductively qcb,,...,,_,)( E @) as follows. 
9(0,...,0) =0. (6.11a) 
For b, > 0, 
q(b,,O ,..., O)= q(b,-I,0 ,..., O)- t,(l + fdbl, 
and for b, < 0 (6.1 lb) 
q(b,,O ,..., 0) = q(b,+l,O ,..., o,+ &(I + t,)bl. 
Suppose qcb ,,..,, b,_,,O ,,__, oj are defined for all integers b,, . . . , bi-1. Then we define: 
for bi > 0 
q(b I,..., b,_,,b,,O ,..., 0) = q(b ,,..., b,_,,b,-1,O ,.__, 0) 
- ti( 1+ t,)bl+’ . . . (1-c ti-I)“~l+l( 1+ fi)bL 
(6.11~) 
and for bi < 0, 
q(b ,,..., b,_,,b,,O ,__.I 0) = q(b ,,..., b,_,,b,+l,O ,_.., 0) 
+ti(l+t,)b’+’ - * * (1+ tiJ++‘( 1 + CJbi. 
Let T* = c q(b,,...,b,_l) T 
(b,,...,b,~,) where the summation runs over all 
(br,..., b,_,) E 0. T* iS well-defined, since only finitely many q(bl,. _, b,_,) are 
non-zero for each element in G*. Further, T*gaf*(q) = 0 for i = 1, . . . , p and f~ 0. 
Then the homomorphism @* = 6 - T” is what we sought. In fact, @*9F(ni) = 
CBgF(ni) by (6.10). It also follows immediately from the definition of q(b,,,,.,,_,) 
that,for i-l,2 ,..., p-1, 
@*g&, ,..., a,,0 ,..., o)X,r = $g&, ,.._, a,,0 ,_.., 0)Xi.r - T*B?a ,,_.., n,,O ,._., o)xi,r 
= CJ9* (a, ..., a,,0 ,..., Ojxi,l -c q(b, ,..., b,_,) T(bl”‘~‘beml)gTa, ,__., a,,0 ,__., Ojxi,l 
= li(l + &)“I+ . . . 
C1 + fi-l)a’el+‘(l + fi)aL-{q(al ,..., a,,0 ,_.., O)-q(a, ,.__, a,+l,O ,__.. 0)) 
=o. 0 
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Proposition 6.6 shows that A:(L) = {~(f)@~a,( VT~)),~E 0) is an invariant of L 
associated with the representation given by (6.5), (6.6) and (6.7). 
NOW substituting Xi for 1 + ti, i = 1,2, . . . , p, in @gd, (YT~), we obtain a polynomial 
T(X,,.. . , X,) that is an invariant up to a unit in h[Xi, . . . , X,, XT’, . . . , Xi’]. 
We should note further that T(X,, . . . , X,) does not involve X,. T(X,, . . . , X,) 
seems to relate closely to Ii(L) defined in [ 191. In fact, we can prove the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 6.7. Let L = K, u K, u K3 be a nearly trivial 3-component link in S3. Suppose 
that y,,i = 0, i = 1,2. Take ni = 0 for i = 1,2,3. Then the ideal I,(L) defined in [19] 
is a principal ideal generated by S(X, , X,) andfurther, T(X, , X,) = (1 - X,)S( X, , X,) 
up to a unit in Z[Xt , X,, X;‘, XT’]. 
Proof. q3 can be written as $“lxi * * * x?x), where CF=, m, = CF=, li = 0. (Consider 
a conjugate of n3 if necessary.) Since g(x3) = id and @Bfx3 = 0 for f E a, we have 
@9a,( z+) = @9a,(XI”l) + cmd,(,y,,(x:‘) + 9 * . + @9~(+*~*)&. (6.12) 
However, a simple computation shows 
@BcJ$&x;I = XTX,b(X;” - l), (6.13a) 
@9 (x;,x,bJx: = x;x;(x: - 1). (6.13b) 
Using (6.13), (6.12) now becomes 
k-l 
~~~~~~~~ = 1 x;l,+...+m,x:l+...+li(Xml+l - 1) 
i=O 
k-l 
+ 1 x~+...+m;+,x:I+...+‘,-,(x:l- 1) 
i=l 
=(1-X,){X~~(l-X~)+X;l~+~~X:‘(1-X~)+~~~ 
+ x;I,+...+m,X:,+...+‘k-,( 1- gk)}. 
On the other hand, by the definition of I,(L), 
S(X,, X2) = X;ll _ x;I,x; + x;l*+yQ - x1”1+“2x$+‘z+. . . 
+x1 
m,+...+m k-y:,+-+L,( 1 _ X2), 
and hence T(Xi, X,) = (1 - X,)S(X,, X2). 0 
Now we will give a necessary and sufficient condition for T(Xi , . . . , X,) to be 0. 
Let H be a free group freely generated by xi, x2, . . . , 5-I. Let {I&} be the lower 
central series of H and H”= [H,, Hz], the second commutator subgroup of H. 
Define H(q) = H4H” and H(eo) =nqsL H(q). 
Theorem 6.8. Let L be a nearly trivial p-component link such that L’ = K, u . . . v K,_, 
is trivial and lk(K,, Ki)=O, for lGi<p-1. Take ni=O, lci<p-1. Then 
T(X,,..., X,) = 0 if and only if ~77~ belongs to H(W). 
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Proof. For p = 2, the theorem is trivially true, since VT,, = 1 E H(co) and T(X,, X,) = 
0 by Proposition 6.5. 
Suppose p 2 3. Let J be the ideal of the ring Z[X,, . . . , X,-r, X;‘, . . . , X,?,] 
whichisgeneratedbyX,-1,X,-l,...,X,_,-1. 
Now it is known [3] that H(n)/H(n+ l), n 2 2, is a free abelian group freely 
generated by 
[Xi, Xj, Xi,. . . ) Xi,. . . ) X,_,, * a * ) Xp-11, 
\ I L , 
a, times a,_, times 
where 1 S i <j 6 p - 1 and ~~~~ ak = n - 2. For the sake of simplicity, such a gen- 
erator will be denoted by [i, j; ai, . . . , a,-,]. 
Lemma 6.9. 
@QI[ i,j; ai,. . . , a,_,] 
j-i+1 
= ,G, xi. ’ ’ Xj_k(Xi-L)(Xj-k+l-l)(Xj-1) 
x(xi-l)“~. * . (X,_, - l)+. 
and hence, for any g E H(n), @9Ja,(g) E J”+‘. 
A proof is straightforward, and hence is omitted. 
Since Ik(K,,Ki)=O, ISiS p - 1, ~7~ belongs to Hz. Therefore, if ~7~ belongs 
to H(a), it follows from Lemma 6.9 that T(X,, . . . , X,) = @CBa,( ~77~) E J”+’ for any 
rzal, and hence T(X, ,..., X,)=0. 
To prove the converse, suppose that ~77~ E H(n), n 2 2, and write 
~77~ z n [i,j; Ui, . . . , u,_,]~“,“~P...,~~L--I’ mod H(n+ l), (6.14) 
where the product is taken over all i, j and non-negative integers ai,. . . , ap-l such 
that 1 S i <j 6 p - 1 and ~~~~ ak = n - 2. Then 
@%I( “qr) = c y( i, j; ai, . . . , aw_1) c xi ’ ’ ’ Xj-k 
k=2 
x (xi - l)(Xj-kfl- 1)(x, - 1) 
x (Xi - 1)“~ ** . (X,_, - l)‘*ml mod Jnf2. (6.15) 
Now we fix i, and consider the terms in (6.15) which involve (Xi-l)‘(Xi - 
l)‘, . . . (X,_, - 1)‘*-1 with fixed integers ci, . . . , q-, such that cI=: ck = n - 1. Since 
@CSI( ~7~) = 0 by the assumption, the sum of the coefficients of these terms must 
vanish. Therefore we have 
j=!C+:+l r(i,_k ci,. . . , cj-l,. . . , +I)=@ (6.Wl 
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Similarly, by considering the terms in (6.15) involving 
(Xi - l)Xi(Xi,, -1)(X, - l)‘g * * * (X,_, - 1)‘*-1, 
(Xi-l)XiXi+,(Xi+*-1)(X(-1)“’ . ’ (X,_,-l)cPml,. . * 3 
(Xi_l)Xi. ” X,-~(XP-~-l)(X~-l)‘~~ . ’ (X+-l)“+-‘, 
we obtain the system of equations 
j=$;2 74&j; ci,. . . , cj-l,. . f 3 Cfi-l)=O, (6.m 
y(i,p-l;ci,.. . ) cppl - 1) = 0. (6.16)+_1_i 
Obviously, (6.16)1-(6.16),-1-i yield r(i,j; Ci,. . . , Cj-1,. . . , C,)=O for all j= 
i+1,..., p - 1, and hence, VQ E H(n+ 1) by (6.14). Therefore, ~77~ E nns2 H(n) = 
H(a). cl 
Let B, denote Artin’s n-braid group generated by (+I) . . . , CT,_~ [11. The subgroup 
E of pure n-braids is generated by Ai,j, 1 s i <js n, where Ai,j = 
a;-,aj-2 * . 
2 -1 
. u,+,uiui+, * . . ~;?~a,?~. It is known, further, that AI,,, . . . , A,_l,, freely 
generate a free group U in B,. An n-braid in U will be called nearly trivial, because 
if removing the nth string leaves us the trivial (n - 1)-braid. 
Theorem 6.10. If the closure of a nearly trivial pure n-braid /? is concordant to the 
trivial link, then /3 belongs to U(W). 
Since a proof of the theorem is, in principle, similar to that of Theorem 6.8, it 
will be omitted. 
Remark 6.1. It seems that T(X,, . . . , X,) is related to the Alexander polynomial. 
However, we will not pursue such connections in this paper. 
7. Examples 
Most of the examples that appeared in the literature are nearly pure links, because 
of their easy computability of invariants. Our examples considered here are also at 
least pure. 
Example 7.1. (see Fig. 1). The Whitehead link L is a pure link. (Therefore, we drop 
subscript 9.) G(L) = (x, y : rl , r).(Weusex=x,,y=x2andt=t,.)r,=[T1,x]and 2 
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r2=[772,yl, where 7, = [y-’ ,xl[y,xl and ~~=Ex-‘,YI[x,YI. Note [a,bl= 
aba-‘6-l. Let n = 6, cxll = 2, al2 = 0, czzl = 3 and ff22 = 0. Define +(fr ,f2) =f,, and 
@Bd,x=O and @S~ry=l. Let g(t)=6t2+9t3+5t4+t5. Then 
~n(t)=(1+t)6-l=66+15t2+20t3+15t4+6t5+t6 and 
51(t)=-(t2+2t)(l+t)-3g(t)=-g(t)(t2+2t)(l+t)3 (modp,(t)). 
Now since 09,( nr) = -g( t)( 1 + t)-3, we have A,(L)={(l+r)“g(t), m=O, 1,2}. 
On the other hand, 
@garn2= (1+ t))2(4t2+4f3+ t”) = (1+ t)4(4t2+4t3+ t”) (modp,(t)), 
and hence A,(L) ={(l+ t)“h(t), m =O, 1,2}, where h(t) =4t2+4t3+ t4. 
These computation will be much simpler, if we use X = 1 + t. Then, pn(X) = X6 - 1, 
and t,(X) = -(X2- 1)2(X3 - 1)Xm3. Therefore (5,. qn(X))=(X6-1,X3(X2- 
l)2(X3- l)), @*@nr = -x-3(x2- 1)(X’- 1) = -X3(X2- 1)(X3- 1) and 
CP*g:n2 = X-2(X2-1)2, and hence A,(L)={-Xk(X2-1)(X3-1)} and A,(L)= 
{Xk(X2- 1)2}. 
Example 7.2 (see Fig. 2). L is a pure link. G(L) =(x, y, z, u: rl, r,, r3, r4), where 
rl = [77r, xl, r2=h2,yl, r3=[773,zl, r4=[T4, ~1, 771= [x-‘Yx, b, ull, 72 = 
yx[[~, z], x-‘[y-l, x-‘]]x~‘~-‘, n3 = [u-‘, [y-l, x-‘I] and n4= [z-l, [x-l, y-‘I]. 
Define 4(fi,f2,f3,&l) =fif2f3, @GBa,x = t, ) @SBaly = f2( 1+ t,), CiCBIZ = 
f3( 1 + t,)( 1 + f2) and @&Ba,u = 0. Then A,(L) = A,(L) = A,(L) = 0 and A,(L) = 
{r:t2t3(1+rl)n(l+f2)b(l+t3)C, a, b, c=O,+1,*2,. . .}. 
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Since 
B@9r( Q) = f:f2f3( 1+ tJ’( 1+ fJl( 1+ fJ’, 
I-,(X1, x,, X3) = (1 -X,)2( 1 -X*)( 1 - x,)x;‘x;‘x;‘. 
Compare Sato’s invariant (1-X1)(1-X,)(1-X,) up to units in 
Z[X,, x2,&,x;', x;', %‘I. 
Example 7.3 (see Fig. 3). Let L, be a 2-component link depicted below. Then 
rr,(S3-LL,)=(x,y:11,r2), where r1= 171, xl9 r2=[772rY1, and 7)1= 
x-~~u-~~u~+~x~, ~2=x~~y-~xyu-~ and u=[y-‘,x-r]=y-‘x-‘yx 
Define a(x)(f, ,fJ = ((1+ t,)fr ,fi) and a(y) = id, @9rx = 0 and @Jry = 1. 
Since Ik(X, Y) = 2, let n =2. Since L, is pure, q is irrelevant. Compute &. 
tz = (+(a*(~)1 - 1)@*9f(n2) = 0. Since l2 = 0 and L, is pure, l1 = 0 also. Therefore, 
4(2,2) = (( 1 + t,)‘- 1, (1 + t2)’ - 1). Since @9a,,~zjni involves only t,, A1,q and A2,q 
are power series on t,. 
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Now compute A,,q and A2,q. 
@*S@(Q) = s@9a,(x-~JWmJWm+‘xm) 
= @9Krn + @ga((,+*,)-m,,jY + @q,+c,)-“,,,u-m + @%,+Q-m,,)Y 
+ @~a,,*+,,,-,,,,J m+‘+ @q,+tJ”,,jXrn. 
Now 
@~acf,AU 
=@9 cf,AY-, + @%,.fiF1 + @~U,+r,lfi,h)Y+ @~U,+W,.f2)x 
=-fi+(l+r,)f,=U, 
and @9Cf,,fi,~k = kt,fi for any integer k. Thus 
~*~~(~~)=(1+t,)~m-mmt,(l+t,)~m+(1+t,)~m+(m+l)t,(l+t,)~m 
= 2( 1 J- t,)--” + t,( 1+ r,)_” = (1 + t,)_“(2+ t,). 
Note p2( t,) = 24 + tf. 
- If m = 0 (mod 2), then (1 + t,))“’ = 1 (mod p2( t,)). 
- If m = 1 (mod 2), then (1 + t,))” = 1 + t, (mod pz( t,)). 
But (1 + t,)(2 + t,) = 2+ t, (mod p2( t,)) and hence, no matter what m is, @*9:( v,) = 
2+ t,. Thereforre, A, = {2+ t,}. (A, does not distinguish between L, and Lk.) 
Next, we compute A,. 
@*L@(Q) = @*9~(xumy-,xyu-“) 
= @%x + @9o+r,,,, Urn + @~o+t,,,,Y -l+ @g(,+r,,,jx 
+ @~((,+,,?,,,Y+ @%*+1*,2,,P-m 
=mt,(l+t,)-(l+t,)+(l+t,)2-mt,(l+t,)Z 
=(l+t,){mt,+t,-mmt,(l+t,)} 
=(l+t,)(t,-mmt:j 
=t,-(m-l)t:--mt:. 
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Thus 
~*~~(r/2)~rtl-(m-l)t:-mf: (modp,(t,)) 
=t,-(m-l)t:+2mt: (modp,(t,)) 
= t,f(m+l)t: (modp,(t,)), 
and hence A,={(t,+(m+l)t:), (l+t,)(t,+(m+l)t~)}. 
Now to examine the residue class of tr+(m + l)t: modp,(t,), substitute X for 
1+ t,. Then @*@(nJ becomes (X-l)+ (m+ 1)(X - 1)’ (mod X2- I), and hence 
=m+(-2m-l)X+m+1~(2m+1)-(2m+l)X 
-(2m+l)(l-X) (modX2-1). 
ThUS 
Therefore, if m f k and m, k > 0, then 
~@*@Yr)*(LJ) f: ~@*aYrI*(Lc)). 
Therefore, if m, k > 0 and m # k, L, is not concordant to Lk. 
Similarly, if both m and k are negative and distinct, then L, is not concordant 
to Lk. 
Suppose m > 0 and k < 0. Then a simple computation shows that A,( L,) = A,( Lk) 
if and only if k = -(m + 1). However, the signature [ 131 of L, is -1, while that of 
Lk(k < 0) is -3, and therefore L,(m > 0) cannot be concordant to Lk( k < 0) [IO]. 
Thus we have proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 7.1. L, is concordant o Lk if and only if m = k. 
8. N,on-divisive coverings 
In this section, we will consider t&e opposite case of what we studied in the 
previous sections. 
A covering 4 : M3 + S3 branched along L is called non-divisive if each component 
of L is covered in M3 by a single knot [ 111. In the theorem below, we determine 
the linking number ik(k, , g2) of a lift of a 2-component link L in a non-divisive 
branched abelian covering of L in S3. Since the proof is a fairly simple application 
of Theorem 7.2 in [7], it will be omitted. 
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Theorem 8.1. Suppose lk(K, , K2) = r. 
Case 1. Let 4: G(L)+,?!, be a cyclic representation of G(L) dejined by 
4Cxi,j) = ak and +(xz,j) = a’, (8.1) 
where a is a generator of Z,. Zf g.c.d.(r, n) = 1, then # is non-divisive, and further, if 
lk(K, , k2) exists, then 
lk( k, ,, I?*) = rn, nz/ n, (g-2) 
where n,=g.c.d.(n, k) and n,=g.c.d.(n, 1). 
Case 2. Let 4: G(L)+Z, x Z, be an abelian representation dejined by 
6(xI,j) = a and (b(xl,j) = 6, (8.3) 
where a and b are generators of Z, and Z,, respectively. 
Zf g.c.d.( r, n) = g.c.d.(r, m) = 1, then C#J is non-divisive and further, if lk(K,, i2) 
exists, then 
lk( Z?, g2) = r. (8.4) 
Using Theorem 8.1, we can also determine lk(&, kj), if it exists, for various i 
and j for a non-divisive abelian covering of a link of more than 2 components in S3. 
Remark 8.1. For Case 1, lk(K,, k2) may not be an integer, while for Case 2, 
lk( Z?‘, , I&) is always an integer. 
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